Container Tracking
Do You Know Where Your Container Is?
Use Intelligent Automation to track shipments from supplier to manufacturer
The ability to track container shipments from
supplier to manufacturer is limited, timeintensive and often relies on outdated and
expensive technology. Not anymore.
Container Tracking gives manufacturers
more visibility into the supply chain by
automating manual and time-intensive
processes and streamlining supplier
communication.
With Container Tracking, manufacturers can:
• Make better business decisions based
on real-time updates
• Track shipments and containers daily
and check location status
• Scorecard shipping and freight
forwarding companies
• Eliminate manual processes
• Check near real-time analytics & reports
with Power BI

About the Solution:
Container Tracking enables manufacturers to gain
the visibility they need about the status of their
containers around the world - as well as the ability
to change course along the way in near real time,
including holding or expediting shipments due to
unexpected changes.
Solution Features:
• Integrates with Dynamics 365 Finance or any
ERP system
• Analyze on-time performance of shipping/
freight forwarding companies
• Determine best route optimization based on
various inputs
• Adjust and align transportation to meet
demand curve

Why Do You Need Container Tracking?

Customers in a global supply chain ordering a finished product
or part from across the sea know there are often windows with
little to no information about where that container is or its
status. What if something happens unexpectedly during transit
and you need to hold or expedite your shipment?
Container Tracking gives organizations the power to not only track containers with real-time
shipment monitoring via geo-tracking and EDI messaging, but also the ability to reroute shipments
to meet the most pressing demands.

CONTAINER TRACKING IS PERFECT FOR
MANUFACTURING COMPANIES WHO WANT TO:
• Increase efficiency and productivity
• Efficiently manage shipments and find optimized routes
• Make better and faster business decisions

How it Works:

Container Tracking

Container Tracking gives organizations worldwide the visibility
required to meet supply chain demands.

ABOUT MCA CONNECT
MCA Connect has been an award-winning Microsoft Gold partner for more than a decade. A key
differentiator in working with MCA Connect to implement business solutions is our tight industry
focus, but wide set of service offerings. Our deep knowledge of both the product and your
industry enables us to find hidden opportunities only made possible through things like
proprietary extensions and industry accelerators to fast track your results.

Contact MCA Connect to take advantage of this solution or learn
how we can bring value to your organization by calling
1-866-622-0669 or visiting MCAConnect.com.

